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CRADA Y129’7-0496 Software Based Controls Module Development

LMES Principal Investigator: V.B. Graves
Partner Participants: J.C. Welch, G. Kelley “

Abstract

A project was initiated at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant to implement software geometric error
compensation within a PC-based machine tool controller from Manufacturing Data Systems, Inc.
This project may be the first in which this type of compensation system was implemented in a
commercially available machine tool controller totally in software. Previous implementations
typically required using an external computer and hardware to interface through the position
feedback loop of the controller because direct access to the controller sol%mre was not available.

The test-bed machine for this project was a 2-axis Excello 921 T-base lathe. A mati’ematical
error model of the lathe was created using homogeneous transformation matrices to relate the
positions of the machine’s slides to each other and to a world reference system. Equations
describing the effects of the geometric errors were derived from the model. A software
architecture was developed to support geometric error compensation for machine tools with up to
3 linear axes. Rotary axes were not supported in this implementation, but the developed
architecture would not preclude their support in the future. Specific implementations will be
dependent upon the contlgwation of the machine tool.e
A laser measuring system from Automated Precision, Inc. was used to characterize the lathe’s
geometric errors as functions of axis position and direction of motion. Multiple data files
generated by the laser system were combined into a single Error File that was read at system
startup and used by the compensation system to provide real-time position adjustments to the
axis servos.

A Renishaw Ballbar was used to evaluate the compensation system. Static positioning tests were
conducted in an attempt to observe improved positioning accuracy with the compensation system
enabled. These tests gave inconsistent results due to the lathe’s inability to position the tool
repeatably. The development of the architecture and compensation template will provide a
baseline platiorm for investigating other ~pes of error compensation in the fiture.

CRADA Objectives

The overall objective of this CIUDA was to implement within MDSI’S OpenCNC controller a
software architecture capable of providing geometric error compensations for machine tools
comprised of two or three linear axes. The geometric errors include lead-screw or scale errors;
horizontal and vertical straightness errors; and the angular errors of roll, pitch, and yaw. The”
initial system implementation was on an Excello 921 T-base lathe at Y-12.

Specific objectives of the project included the following work:

Develop Compensation Methodology - The overall software architecture and approach were
created. An attempt was made to develop a generic solution that could be implemented on lathes
and three-axis milling machines.
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Develop MDSI OpenCNC Implementation Methodology – The techniques and data structures
needed to describe how the software was to be integrated within OpenCNC were to be
developed.

Generate Error Correction Algorithms for an ExceUo 921 Lathe – A mathematical error
model of the lathe was to be created using published error matrix techniques. These matrices
described the positions and orientations of all moving components of the machine tool and
included their relative positioning errors. Algorithms that implemented the error model were also
to be developed.

Develop Software Code – Create a Geometric Error Compensation System (GECS) that can
read an measured error data file and incorporate that data in the developed error equations to
produce real-time corrected axis position information.

Integrate Software into MDSI OpenCNC – Interface the GECS soflxvare into the OpenCNC
controller on the testbed lathe.

Evaluate Results of Full Error Correction – A laser measuring system was to be used to
measure and record the machine’s geometric errors. Tests were to be run with the GECS both
enabled and disabled in an attempt to quanti& its effectiveness in more accurately positioning
the cutting tool.

All of the above mentioned technical objectives were completed. The software system was
designed and. implemented. An error model of the Excello was developed, and the pertinent
geometric errors were characterized using the 5-D Laser Measuring System from Automated
Precision, Inc. The GECS was tested using a Renishaw Ballbar, which is a bar containing a high-
accuracy displacement sensor capable of measuring small changes in the bar’s overall length.
Unfortunately the testing did not produce consistently repeatable positioning improvements of
the tool tip. This may have been due to mechanical problems with the machine. Project resources
did not allow further investigation into the cause of the problem.

DP Benefits

There are Several direct DP benefits gained because of this project. Of utmost benefit is the
potential for improving the quality of machined parts by more accurately positioning the cutting
tool. If a machine tool had repeatable positioning errors and was located in a relatively good
temperature-controlled environment, positioning improvements on the order of 20-30% could be
expected based on published literature. In t$e past, positioning improvements were typically
made by performing labor-intensive’ maintenance operations on the machine tool itself. By
implementing these compensations in software rather thti performing maintenance operations,.
significant cost savings could be realized. Even though conclusive evidence of positioning
improvements were not observed on the testbed machine, the error model development and
tectilques were based on accepted industry practices. The knowledge gained in modeling these
geometric errors could be directly applied to other machines within Y-12; however,
implementation would be much more “difficult with the existing proprietary controllers. In
addition, the development of the software architecture and compensation template will provide a
baseline platform for investigating other types of error compensation in the fiture.

. . .
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Technical Discussion

A technical discussion of the work performed during the execution of this CRADA is included at
the end of this report..

Inventions Developed

No inventions were developed during the execution of this CRADA.

Commercialization Possibilities ~

In the early stages of this project it was hoped that a universally-applicable solution could be
developed for all three-axis machine tools. During literature reviews and subsequent research it
became apparent that machine error models are dependent upon the geometry of the machine
tool, so a “one-size-fits-all” solution is not practical. The techniques can produce error equations
that fit a family of similarly-configured machine tools, so the same model can be applied to
machines fi-omdifferent manufacturers as long as they are Icinematically identical.

MDSI can use the techniques documented in this project to provide geometric error correction on”
desired machine tool configurations. Based on informal surveys of persons knowledgeable in the
area of machine tool controllers, MIMI will have the first commercially available machine tool
controller with these capabilities. Previous machining implementations have been in research
environments using modified controllers; geometric error compensation has been commercially
available on coordinate measuring machines (CMMS) for severzd years.

Future Collaborations

No plans for fhture development work have been discussed with MDSI at this point.

Conclusions

It was hoped that a definite improvement in positioning accuracy would have been observed
when the GECS was enabled. VJhile improvements were observed, the results were not
consistently repeatable. The technique applied in this project relies on having a machine tool that
has repeatable errors. Based on the results of the ballbar test the lathe’s positioning repeatability
was larger than the small compensations that were being applied. The test-bed Excello lathe had
not been used for part manufacture in several months prior to the MDSI controller retrofit and
was in need of mechanical maintenance work. If the machine was in optimum operating
condition>perhaps the results would have been different.

With regard to its other goals, the project was very much a success. The GECS architecture was
developed and can serve as the basis for future implementations on other types of machines.
While a lathe served as an adequate test-bed, a three-axis milling machine would receive the
greatest benefit from this type of compensation system given that it could compensate for more
types of errors than a two-axis lathe. The techniques needed to develop the error equations were
learned during this project, which was the first in which in-house, personnel implemented
geometric error correction. The knowledge gained during this process will be extremely
beneficial in future work and discussions related to precision machining operations. Finally, by
interfacing an external application with OpenCNC, the openness of the PC-based controller was
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verified. Very few, if any, other commercial machine tool controllers provide a mechanism for
actually changing the commanded position of a machine’s slides. It is felt that other types of
compensations could easily be implemented using this capability.
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Software Based Controls ModuIe Development

TechnicaI Discussion

1.0 Introduction

The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Oak Ridge Y-12 Manufacturing Plant (Y-12) is
continually striving to produce higher quality parts at a reduced cost. This is also the goal of
most every manufacturing facility, both in the United States and abroad. When manufacturing
nuclear weapon components, which is the primary mission of the Y-12 Plant, high accuracy is
essential. In addition, consistency and repeatability from one part to the next are required to
ensure proper assembly.

During the Cold War, national defense budgets were high, and millions of dollars were spent
developing manufacturing and machining processes necessary to create and maintain the nation’s
nuclear stockpile. In today’s post-Cold War environment, the manufacture of new weapons
components has essentially ceased, and funding for process technology development has been
shrinking for several yems. As budgets decreased, many of the personnel experienced in the
production of weapons components left, or their efforts were focused on non-defense projects.

, Additionally, the size of the Y-12 manufacturing “footprint,” or square footage devoted to
“ production facilities, has decreased by more than 50% during the past decade.

Furthermore, there have been few, if any, upgrades to the machine tool controllers. Most of the
plant’s numerically controlled (NC) lathes, which are the wor~orses of weapons manufacturing
facilities, were procured in the 1960s. Because of rigid’design and construction of the machines
aid because of high quality mechanical maintenance, the Excellos are still capable of producing
high quality parts. However, the controllers on the machines, which take instructions from the
part programs and convert them into axis motions, have become obsolete. The last significant
NC controller upgrade occurred in the mid-1980s when the plant standardized on the General
Electric@GE2000 controller. Although this controller was state-of-the-art when it was purchased,

its technology is now dated, and the controller is no longer produced. Maintenance of the plant’s
controllers is becoming a major issue as spare part inventories are depleted and vendor support is
no longer available. The cost of retrofitting these machines with current proprietary controllers is
prohibitive, and lower cost alternatives are being investigated.

As computer processing power has increased, costs have decreased, md now it is possible to buy .
machine tool controllers that utilize personal computers (PCs) with common plug-in motion
control cards that offer more functionality than did the GE2000. These controllers are often
advertised as being open-architecture, which suggests certain hardware and software
characteristics, but the interpretation of this term seems to vary between vendors. Open-
architecture hardware implies that it utilizes standard, commercially available, off-the-shelf
components that can be replaced as failures occur or as new technology becomes available.
Open-architecture software implies that the user has some level of access to the inner workings
of the controller and can customize or enhance its operation for specific purposes.

I
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1.0 Introduction

Manufacturing Data Systems, Inc. o (MDSI) of Ann Arbor, Michigan has developed a PC-based,
open-architecture controller that is currently being investigated by Y-12. A characteristic that
sets it apart from other PC-based controllers is that it utilizes no motion control cards; it is a
software-based controller, which means that the motion control servo loop is closed by the Intel
Pentium central processing unit (CPU) of the PC itself. The controller software is called
OpenCNC@,and it currently runs under two operating systems: Windows NT@from Microsoft”
Corporation and QNX” from QNX Software Systems Ltd@..

An area of particular interest to the Y-12 Plant is OpenCNC’s ability to support software
compensation of machine tool errors other than that currently implemented for lead-screw
compensation. This compensation will be used to minimize the errors in the part surface caused
by repeatable static errors in machine tool geometry.

1.1 Machine Tool Errors

In the Machine Tool Accuracy report [1], Hocken defined accuracy relative to a metrologist as a
“measure of the degree of conformance to recognized international (or national) standards.”For.
applications related to machine tools, he defined accuracy as the “degree of conformance of the
finished part to dimensional and geometric specifications.” Errors, then, are measures of the

‘ non-conformance to either a standard or to apart specification.

Quasistatic machine tool errors are those positional errors between the tool and workpiece that
change slowly in time. These types of errors can be categorized into three classes: kinematic, or
geometric, errors caused by inaccuracies in the machine tool itself or in the relative motion
between its components; thermal errors caused by temperature variations in either the machine
structure or the environment it resides in; and load-induced errors caused by the weights of the
machine tool components, over-constrained slides, and part weights [1]. This report will only be
concerned with geometric errors.

Linear machine tool slides or carriages, like all rigid bodies, have six degrees of freedom of
motion, three of which are translational, and three of which are rotational. Typically, five of
these degrees of freedom are constrained. Errors of motion in the unconstrained sixth degree of
freedom are typically referred to as scale errors, since the motion is usually measured using
some kind of scale, or lead-screw errors, since that is usually the means of providing motion to
the carriage. Undesired linear motions in directions orthogonal to the intended motion direction
are referred to as straightness errors, usually either a horizontal straightness error or a vertical
straightness error, depending on the orientation of the carriage. Rotations of the carriage are
referred to as angular errors and are usually designated as roll, pitch, and yaw, analogous to the
deftitions used in aircraft.

1.2 Accuracy Issues

Part accuracy is another aspect of manufacturing in which improvements are needed. As
companies strive for higher part quality, they require higher percentages of parts to be
manufactured within specified tolerances. Different methods of improving the accuracy of

2



I. OIntroduction

machine tools have been used in”the past. One such method is to actually make modifications to
the motion system of machine tool itself.

A more sophisticated method of improving a machine tool’s accuracy is through pefiorming an
error characterization of the machine. Characterizing a machine tool implies creating a
quantifiable description of the repeatable errors within the motion system of the machine tool,
sometimes referred to as an error map. An example would be a data table that contained the
errors associated with the pitch of the lead screw of an axis. Today’s modern control systems can
read such a table and in real-time can modify the tool path given in a part program in order to
machine the desired path. As the machine’s error characteristics change, the error map could be
rebuilt, which maintains the accuracy of the machine without having to repeat all the costly
physical modifications.

The difficulty with this approach is that currently it is a time-consuming task to characterize a
machine. In addition to the six typical error “motions for a linear slide, there are errors between
axes themselves, referred to as squareness errors. Thus, for a three-axis mill, there are 21 error
contributors that could be characterized. The time required to measure each of these error
sources is prohibitive, so usually only the major error contributors of a given machine are
mapped.

\

1.3 Project Description and Scope

A Cooperative Research And Development Agreement (CRADA) was created between Y-12
and MDSI to implement within the OpenCNC controller a software architecture capable of
compensating for geometric errors in two- and three-axis machine tools. As a means of limiting
the scope of the project, only linear axes were to be supported in the initial implementation.
Since rotary axes are typically found on machining centers that have four, five, or more
controlled axes, the vast majority of two- and three-axis machines would be included in the
project scope.

The implemented architecture would provide a means of sof~are error correction for those
machines under’ OpenCNC control. In their report to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), the Precision Engineering Laboratory at the Universi~ of North Carolina,
Charlotte gave a definition of software correction that will be used in this project and report [2]:

Softiare correction is the use ofpreprocess data, a machine model, and indirect
sensing ofprocess parameters relevant to that model, in order to provide data to
the control system for the correction of a nominal tool position with respect to a
nominal part during the process of machining or measuring using the actuators
“normally” supplied with the machine.

The definition implies that a mathematical model of the errors of the machine tool would be
developed and that the magnitude of those emors would be measured and electronically stored
within the controller. This information would be gathered in an “off-line” fashion, that is, with
no machining operations being performed. The error data would then be utilized by the control
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system during machining to compensate
command signals sent to the slide actuators.

1.0 Introduction

for the machine’s errors by modification of the

Geometric error compensation techniques seem to, be much more prevalent in inspection
equipment. In fact, these techniques “have been adopted on almost all commercial CMMS
[Coordinate Me?suring Machines] but do not appear to be in wide use on machine tools [2].” In
performing research for this project, all references to geometric error compensation of machine
tools detailed machines being used in a laboratory environment. This project maybe the first in
which geometric error compensation techniques have been implemented within a commercially
available machine tool controller without having to break into the electronic interface of the
machine’s position feedback loop. In fidfilling the goal of implementing geometric software
error correction, several additional goals would be achieved. First, an understanding of the
necessary techniques would be gained. While straightforward lead-screw compensation has been
implemented on many machine tools in Y-12, full geometric error compensation has not, mainly
because of the lack of access to the inner workings of the proprietary controllers. In addition,
implementing this type of software architecture within OpenCNC would possibly require access
to some of the lowest levels of the servo routines of the system since the compensation would
occur real-time within the feedback loop of the controller. This ‘implementation process would
test the “openness” of the controller and would give an indication of the customizations that were
possible with the system. Once this type of compensation was implemented, the software
interface developed could be used for other types of compensation systems.

To limit the scope of the problem, only machines with linear axes were to be supported. While
the compensation system would be implemented and tested on a two-axis lathe, it was important
that the solution be generic enough to be able to handle machine tools that have three or more
linear axes of motion. As will be discussed later in this document, the error equations developed
will be unique to a particular configuration of machine tool. These configurations are based on
the geometry of the machines, as described by Dr. Hocken in his Machine Tool Metrology
course notes [3]. Figure 1-1 shows four different configurations of three-axis machines. The
machine nomenclature in the figure, when read left to right, describes a path from the part to the
tool. Each configuration would have different error equations because of the way the slides are
stacked and move relative to one another.

Even though two specific machines may be different in size and physical appearance, if both are
classified as XFYZ machines, then the same set of error equations could be used for both
machines. Any constant parameters in the equations that would be tiected by the size of the
machine, such as offsets between slides (represented as coordinate systems), would be changed
in the error input files for each machine. So, in theory, if error equations were developed for the
four configurations shown in Figure 1-1, and if most three-axis milling machines could be
considered to be one of these conilgurations, then OpenCNC would be able to compensate the
majority of machine tools in the field. However, this is not meant to imply that it would
necessarily be trivial for the customer to utilize these equations. A good understanding of
the variables involved and techniques used in deriving the equations for each configuration
would have to be developed, through detailed documentation, data acquisition procedures, and
training, so the end-user could correctly measure the values needed for input into the error tables.

4
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I. OIntroduction

FXYZ XFYZ

XYFz XYZF

Figure 1-1. Different three-axis machine tool configurations (used bypermission)

1.4 Test Bed Description

While the scope of the project included two- and three-axis machines, the initial implementation
was on a two-axis lathe. Shown in Figure 1-2, the Excello 921 is one of the machine tools most
widely used by Y-12 in the production of nuclear weapons components. These lathes were
designed and built specifically for Y-12.

A total of 45 Excello machines were bought between 1968 and 1970 [4]. Of these, 35 were of the
921 or 921T .cotilgurations, and 10 were of the 922 configuration. The 921T differed from the
921 in that it came equipped with a tool turret and was also capable of threading operations. The
922 contlguration was built to tighter tolerances and was designed for greater accuracy than
the 921. The acceptable surface contour tolerance

the 921 machines, the tolerance was ~0.001 inch.

5
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2.0 Introduction

shipped with the Excello machines. The stroke of the 921 work slide, programmed as the Z-axis,
is 12 inches, and the stroke of the tool slide, programmed as the X-axis, is 22 inches.

Z Slide

der

X Slide

Figure 1-2. Computer model of Excello 921 lathe
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2.0 literature Review ‘

In performing background research for this project, several references were located that were
directly related to machine tool error compensation. The field of error compensation is one of
several that comprise the body of knowledge referred to as precision engineering. While an exact
definition of precision engineering is hard to develop and may be relative to the particular
application, the basic concept is to develop machines and mechanisms that offer the highest
performance levels available.

While the emphasis in the researched papers differed, there was a general consensus as to the
technique of performing geometric error compensation on machine tools. This technique
involved the application of kinematic analysis ‘methods that are normally associated with robots.

One of the leading researchers in the area of machine tool errors is Dr. Robert Hocken, who
formerly served at NIST and currently teaches at the Center for Precision Metrology at the
University of North Carolina, Charlotte. In one of his earlier papers [5], Hocken described
implementing geometric compensation on a Moore 5-Z, a three-axis bridge-configuration
coordinate measurement machine. Rigid body kinematics techniques were used to analyze the
machine structure. Ideal reference frames (coordinate systems) were chosen for each kinematic
link in the machine. A rotation matrix was developed between each frame, and the series of

“ matrix multiplications gave the coordinates of a point in the object system relative to the space
t system. The author noted that strict adherence to sign conventions when creating the matrices

“ can prevent problems that often occur when trying to do the same calculations using only
analytic geometry.

A paper by Donmez [6] presented a general methodology for modeling geometric machine tool
errors using homogeneous transformation matrices (HTMs). The approach was similar to that
developed using rotation matrices in earlier papers, but this was the first to incorporate the HTM
techniques used by researchers in the robotics field. HTMs were assigned to the machine base
and to each moving component, and HTM multiplications were used to develop expressions
relating the position of the tool relative to the workpiece. A specific application of the technique
on a two-axis turning center was presented.

Donmez followed that paper with another that described a general methodology for improving
machine tool accuracy by compensating for geometric and thermal errors of the machine in real-
time [7]. Three steps were used in developing this system. First, a general mathematical model
was developed to calculate the’vector error from a large number of component errors. Second,
the individual errors were decomposed into their geometric- and thermally-induced components
for measurement and prediction. Third, a software system was created to compensate for the
errors in real-time.

The compensation system was attached to the machine controller and injected an error signal into
the position servo loop. This approach was taken because the developers did not have access to
the workings of the control system’s servo loop. An advantage of this approach was that the
compensation calculations were performed externally to the machine tool control system. A
disadvantage was that an additional computer and interfacing hardware were required. A generic

7
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2.0 Literature Review

functiorial diagram depicting this type of external interface is shown in Figure 2-1. This ~pe of
external interface was required by most all the researchers who actually implemented and tested
their systems.

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -----
1 1,
I ,“

~ Position
+ ~ Velocity Velocity j

* Drive
j Command Position >

- Control Command :
1 Motor

* Control1 1
I I
I 1
1 I
I I
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Calculation1 1
I I
I t

1 Position
I ~
I Feedback
$
; CNC Computer------- ------- -----

1
I Error
I
I
t
I Error

1
1 I
1 Calculation 4 1
1 1
1 1
1
I Error Compensation Computer ~t------ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---

\

Figure 2-1. External error compensation system block diagram

In most of the papers reviewed, the authors made several assumptions about this error
compensation technique. The first was the assumption of rigid body motion. That is, each
moving component of the machine was assumed to have no flexure as it traveled. Second, the
principle of superposition was assumed. That is, errors due to position, direction, speed,
temperature, load, etc., were measured separately and their effects were assumed to be
independent of each other. Also, the errors of one slide were assumed to be independent of the
positions of the other slides. Another assumption typically made was that angular error motions
were of small magnitude, which implied that the mathematical order of application was
unimportant. Second and higher-ordpr error effects were also assumed to be negligible, greatly
sirnpli~ing the resulting error expressions. Finally, the error data was assumed to be sufficiently
smooth such that it could be described using piecewise continuous fictions.

The Precision Engineering Laboratory report to NIST [2] was very thorough in its review of the
evolution of the field of precision machines and contained an extensive bibliography related to
the area of machine tool software correction. The paper discussed the various types of machine
tool errors; namely geometric, thermal, and load-induced. It stated that three items were needed
to implement software error correction, including (1) a mathematical model of the machine, (2) a
methodology of measurement to supply the data for the model, and (3) a methodology for
implementing the model and data into the controller. Various types of machine models were
described, and some of the assumptions used in the models were given, most of which were

8



2.0 Literature Review. .

included earlier in this section. The authors felt that compensation techniques for load-induced
errors were not nearly as advanced as for geometric and thermal errors. Measurement tecluiques
described were either parametric in nature, in that errors were measured as fmctions of axis
position; or were derived using artifact standards, whereby certified artifacts such as spheres or
grid plates were used to directly obtain the difference between nominal machine position and
actual tool location.

Four correction methodologies were discussed. First mentioned was tape shimming, a technique
whereby the programmed tool path is modified based on the machine model. Second was data
correction after the fact, a technique usefhl only on measuring machines. Third was real-time
correction needed for machining operations, usually implemented by severing the feedback loop
of the control system and adding or subtracting pulses to the signal. Finally, mention was made
of efforts to include the mathematical model in the control program itself, which the authors
referred to as the “algorithmic correction method.” A detailed historical summary of the
published literature was also given. For anyone interested in the field of precision machines, this
would be an excellent resource to review.

9
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3.0 Error Compensation’

Sartori discussed three methods of storing slide correction data in computers [8]. The first was to
use an error lattice in which the error magnitudes were stored for a large number of points spread
evenly throughout the work zone of the machine. Linear interpolation between the eight adjacent
points was required when the tool location was not on one of the lattice points. The method was
usefil when “the error fi.mctions are not single variable fimctions, but strikes problems when it is
necessary to compensate different tool (or probe) offsets.” A disadvantage of this method was
that it required an inordinate amount of measurements to obtain data for all the lattice points. A
second method discussed was the use of error tables in which the errors were assumed to be
functions of axis position only. The data in the tables were assumed to be piecewise-continuous,
and linear interpolation was used between data points. This method had an advantage in that
fewer measurements were required than in the lattice method. Finally, a third method discussed
creating an error coefilcient table. The error fimctions were modeled as analytical functions (e.g.,
Taylor polynomials, B-splines, etc.), and the coefficients of the polynomials were stored.

For this project, the error table method will be utilized. This method assumes rigid body motion,
which implies that the error measurement locations of an axis are independent of the positions of
the other axes. In order to develop the expressions for the compensation values that incorporate
effects of all the geometric errors, it is necessay to review the mathematics of the axes’ motions.

3.1 General Error Model

In its most basic form, error compensation involves calculating the amount of movement
necessary to reposition one point in 3-D space (the position of the machine tool tip) onto another
point in space (the cutting location on the workpiece) relative to some fixed reference coordinate
system (also referred to as a reference frame). Machine tools comprise two or more stacked
slides or spindles in various geometric configurations as shown previously in Figure 1-1. The
relative motion between successive slides determines the position of both the workpiece and the
cutting tool. This is veiy much similar to the situation seen in serial-linked robots, except those
robots typically use axes of rotation more than translating slides. Nonetheless, the application of
the techniques used by developers of robots to calculate end-effecter positions are directly
applicable in this situation.

3.1.1 Homogeneous Transformation Matrices .

The most commonly used tool for describing the relative position between two components is the
Homogeneous Transformation Matrix (HTM), which utilizes mathematical matrix notation to
quanti& the relationship between two coordinate systems. Slocum [9] gives a detailed
description of HTM operation$ which is summarized below. The HTM is a 4 x 4 matrix of the

followhw form:



3.0 Error Compensation
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In this notation the pre-superscript (A in this case) denotes the reference flame the result should
be represented in, and the post-subscript (B in this case) denotes the reference frame being
transferred from. The first three columns of the HTM represent the direction cosines of the XB,
YB, and ZB axes, with respect to the frame A. The fourth column represents the coordinates of
the origin of the fi-ameB with respect to frame A. P, is a scale factor that is typically set to one in
these operations. The bottom row is added to make the matrix square, enabling series
multiplication of HTMs. Thus, in HTM notation Equation (3-1) becomes

‘P=ATBBP (3-2)

Consider, for example, two initially coincident reference frames A and B. If frame B is translated
by an amount u along its X-axis, by an amount v along its Y-axis, and an amount w along its Z-
axis, then the HTM that will transform a point in frame B into flame A is given by

\,

[]

1 Oo; u

olo~v
*TB =

o 0 l~w
(3-3)

------- --
000:1

If frame B is rotated by an amount& about its X-axis, the HTM that will transform a point in

fku-ne B into frame A is given by

[

10 0 ~01

0 cOsex
‘T~ =

–sineX ~O

0 sin(3X cOsex j O
-------- ------- -.
00 0 ~1

(3-4)

If frame B is rotated by an amount (3Yabout its Y-axis, the HTM that will transform a point in

frame B into frame A is given by

‘TB =

cos ey O sineY ~O

olo~o

-sin(3Y O cOseY ~O

1

(3-5)

------ ------ --- -.
00 0 11
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3.0 Error Compensation

If frame B is rotated by an amount & about its Z-axis, the HTM that will transform a point in

frame B into frame A is given by

rCos 0, –sineZ O ; O
I 1

‘T’”r:---’:lll--lll(3-6)

Simultaneous combinations of these motions can be represented by multiplying the HTMs in
series to obtain a single HTM describing the motion. However, care must be taken when multiple
rotations of large angles are involved, because the order of rotation becomes important.

The benefit of the HTM notation becomes apparent when multiple coordinate systems are
involved. In the case of a machine tool, HTMs describing the relative location between
successive components can represent “thestructiual components that make it up. In modeling the
machine one can start with abase reference frame and work up to the tool tip. If a machine tool
is composed of N rigid bodies connected in series, the position of the tip (Nth axis) relative to the
base coordinate system will be the sequential product of all the HTMs:

\

RT~=’&’Tm=’’T,lT,’T,3T,... (3-7)
m=l

3.1.2 Application of HTMs to Linear Axes

Consider an ideal linear machine tool carriage, as depicted in Figure 3-1. The carriage’s
coordinate system is ideally parallel to the reference coordinate system, and the axis of motion is
along the X-axis of the coordinate system.. As mentioned previously, since the slide is a moving
rigid body, it has six error components of motion. Three are rotational (&X,SY,G, defined as

rotations about the reference coordinate system axes), and three are translational (5X, &, &,

defined as translations along the reference coord~ate system axes).

,
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\

Directionof motion

VerticalStraightness Error8Y

Scale Error6X

I
HorizontalStraightness Errorq

Figure 3-1. Error motions for a typical linear slide

As described in another paper by Donmez [10], to calculate the HTM that describes the error
effects on the carriage, one can work with the rotational errors separately from the translation
errors. The total rotational error, Trot, of the error HTM can be fo~d by m~tiplying Equations
(3-4), (3-5), and (3-6) in series and making the substitutions &x,&Y,and&for&, eY,and &:

T=
rot

-COS&YsinEZ :0CosEyCosEz sin&Y

sin&XsineYcos&Z+ cos&XsinEZ lo-sin &xsin&ysin&z+ cos&xcos&z -sin&x cos&y ,
I

-COS&xsiney cosEz+ sin&xsin E; cos&xsinr3ysin&z+ sin&xcosc= 10Cos‘x Cos~Y 1----- ----- ----- ------- ----- ----- ------ ----- ----- ----- ---7- .
L o 0 0. il

(3-8)

Since small aruzular rotations (on the order of fiutes of a degree at most) are being ass~edY
the approximations cos &= 1 id sin& = s can be used. Additio,nally, since small quantities are

being multiplied together, second- and higher-order terms can be stiely neglected. With these “
simpli$ing assumptions, Equation (3-8) reduces to -

v,l–+ZSY; O”

&z _&x :. ()

T=_g : (3-9)
rot

1 ))

----- ------- -.

Oy ; o~l

The total translational error, Ttin,, of the error HTM is obtained from Equation (3-3) with error
term substitutions &, >, and& for u, v, ~d w.

13
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3.0 Error Compensation

(3-lo)

Thus, the resultant HTM describing the position error of the linear carriage is

(3-11)

When multiple axes are involved it will be convenient to show the error terms as fictions of the
position of a particular axis. Since in this example the direction of motion is X, the error HTM
becomes

.[

1

1

–&z(x) E+) ~%(4

T=
EZ(X) 1 –%(4 ; q(x)

err -&y(x) E.(x) 1 ; Sz(x)
------- ----- ------ - ----

0 0 0 [1

(3-12)

At this point it would be beneficial to look in detail at each term of the HTM in Equation (3-12)
to clarify the meaning of the e~or symbols as they relate to Figure 4-2. This itiormation is
summarized in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1. HTM error term descriptions

Term Description

&x(x) Rotation about X-axis (roll) as a fiction of X position

&y(x) Rotation about Y-axis (yaw) as a function of X position

EZ(X) . Rotation about Z-axis (pitch) as a fiction of X position

5.(X) Deviation from ideal position in direction of motion (scale error) as a fhnction of
X position

~(x) Deviation from ideal position in Y direction as a function of X position. Comes
from two sources, vertical straightness error and squareness error

az(x) Deviation from ideal position in Z direction as a function of X position. Comes
from two sources, horizontal straightness error and squareness error

,- 14
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As shown in Table 3-l, the rotational errors have straightforward

3.0 Error Compensation

descriptions, whereas the
translational errors are more complicated. Linear errors in directions perpendicular to the axis of
motion must take into account any squareness errors between the two designated directions. So
for the two orthogonal directions the total linear errors become

tiy = 6,’-1-CLWx

& = sz’+Ct=x

where

6,’ vertical straightness error

tiz’ horizontal straightness error

(xW squareness error of the Y-axis relative to the X-axis

(xW “ squareness error of the Z-axis relative to the X-axis

(3-13)

Each term in Equation (3-12) represents a piecewise-continuous function that quantifies the
magnitude of that particular error @ incremental locations along the X-axis. These fbnctions
would be stored as arrays of data within the control system. In addition, the errors of an axis may
be dependent upon the direction of travel, so”each axis might utilize two sets of error tables. To
use these tables, the software would have to obtain both the axis position and direction of motion
for each axis and retrieve the appropriate value from up to six different tables plus calculate
deviations due to errors in squareness. Any tables not containing values would default to zero, so
the user would still be able to use this new compensation system for lead-screw compensation
only. In the case of this example, the values for lead-screw compensation would be stored in the
8X(X)table.

As previously mentioned, compensating rotary axes of motion is not within ,tie scope of this
project. However, the same technique described above would be used to develop tie HTM for a“
rotary axis; the difference would be that in a-rotary axis the assumption of small angular motions
would not be valid. This would cause the subsequent rotation matrix expressions to become more
complicated, but it is certainly an option for future implementations if needed.

\

3.1.3 Total Error Equation for a Machine Tool

As detailed by Slocum [9], an element of a machine tool (slide, tool, workpiece, base, turret, etc.)
of a machine tool can be represented by a HTM. The HTM gives the position and orientation of
that element relative to another element of the machine that has its own HTM assigned. Starting
from the HTM of ~e machine base, one can create a series of HTMs that traverse the elements
of the machine tool to either the cutting tool or to the workpiece. This gives the location of both
the workpiece and the tool in the same base reference system, as shown in Figure 3-2.
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3.0 Error Compensation

,
.-

8-E

.—. — .—

Figure 3-2. Relationship between cutting tool and workpiece

In the ideal case, the HTM of the workpiece relative to some reference frame R, ‘TWo,k,and the .
HTM of the tool, ‘T~OO1,would coincide. However, in the actual cutting case, due to the
inaccuracies of the system, the two “HTMs are not identical. To make ‘TtOOIcoincide with ‘Twork

‘ one can use another HTM, referred to as Ercl,which quantifies the relative error between the tool
and workpiece, as shown by the following formula:

The homogeneous

‘Ttil=RTmrkErel (3-14)

transformation matrix E,el, like all HTMs, is of the form of Equation (3-l),
and is given by

R-l RE,,,= TWO,kTtil (3-15)

where RT;~,~ represents the inverse of the homogeneous transformation matrix.

The relative error HTM E,cl represents the position and orientation of the tool relative to the
workpiece. From another perspective, E~~lquantifies the changes in position and orientation
required to cause ‘TtOO1to coincide with ‘TWO,k.Because the contact between the tool and the
workpiece is assumed to be point contact, the orientation of the tool, represented by the rotation
matrix in ErC1,is of no concern. The position vector P in Er~lrepresents the ,translations relative to
the tool’s coordinate frame that must be made to the tool so that it is properly located on the
workpiece.

3.2 ExceUo Error Model

Before describing the development of ,tie error model used in compensating the test-bed lathe,
some general comments are in order. The location and orientation of the coordinate systems used
in the model are somewhat arbitrary and are chosen by the developer for convenience. It is

,.,..-,-.-—- ..... .. . ....-.,. .e— —----- -- .-—.. -—.. . . ..m .--.-— . . .— .-.
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3.0 Error’Compensation

usually beneficial to use coordinate systems that are oriented to match the coordinate system ~
used in programming the machine tool, since this makes process of converting from model space
to machine space and vice versa easier. Another consideration in selecting the locations of the
coordinate sy;tems is the ease of obtaining error data in that coordinate system.

n

----- -

1“
1 ------ -----

—x, -
1
1

Z ~ defm;d at
msx separation

I---
I

I
1
1
I
I I

‘1 ‘%
-------- x

1~xt
z, : z

---

1
z

I t

Ir x
0 ;

z
,2 :

1

1

I I
min separation t ~ 1

Figure 3-3. Excello error model diagram .

The machine model used in the development of the error equations is shown in Figure 3-3, which
depicts a plan view of the lathe. All&e coordinate systems shown are at spindle center height.
Figure 3-4 shows the location of foui HTMs or coordinate systems
derivation. The HTMs are aligned so that the positive direction
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3.0 Error Compensation ~

corresponds to positive displacement of the machine slides. In this orientation the Y-axis of each
HTM is vertically upward. This direction matches the direction of positive vertical straightness
error given by the laser interferometric measuring system used to characterize the machine tool’s
geometric errors. The direction of positive rotation is also given in Figure 3-4, which will
become important for compensation of angular errors. In Figure 3-4 and in the error equation
development, uppercase Roman letters designate constant terms while lowercase Roman letters
designate position variables. Greek letters designate geometric errors.

HTM O is the base reference system used in the model, and its location does not change. lts
location corresponds to the end of the laser head. The laser is mounted on an aluminum bracket
attached to the machine structure. HTM 1 is attached to the spindle face and moves with the Z-
slide. Z1 is defined as the Z distance between HTM Oand HTM 1 when the Z-slide is positioned
at its most negative limit switch. Relative to HTM O, Z1 is a negative quantity. The position
variable z is defined from the Z1 location. X1 is the constant X offset between HTM O and
HTM 1. HTM 2 is attached to the table of the X-slide and moves with it. The X-axes of HTM O
and HTM 2 align, so there is no Z offset be~een them. X2 is defined as the positive X offset
between HTM Oand HTM 2 when the X-slide is positioned at its most negative limit switch. The
position variable x is defined from the X2 location.

HTM 3 is defined at the tip of the cutting tool with constant offsets from HTM 2 of X~(a positive
quantity as shown in Figure 3-4) and 2* (a negative quantity as shown). These offsets would be
different for different cutting tools. The tool-set station is used to precisely determine these
offsets, and would be stored in the controller for access by the. compensation system. If multiple ~
tool set operations were performed during machining of a particular part, the effects of tool wear
could be compensated. However, since the tool-set station functionality was not incorporated
into OpenCNC at the time of this development, these offsets will be stored in the error data file.

The error equations for a given machine tool are created using Equation (3-15). Before applying
this equation to the Excello lathe, the HTMs for ‘TWo,kand ‘Ttoolmust be developed. To do that,
formulas for the individual error motions of the X and Z-slides must be created, as described in
Section 4.1.2. Similar in form to -Equation (3-12), the motion of the Z-axis (HTM 1) relative to
the reference coordinate system (HTM O)is given by

r 1 0 E,(z) \,xl+8X(Z) +P.Z]

1
0 ,10: 0

‘Tl =
–&y(z) o 1 ~ z,+ z + 8Z(Z)
----- ----- ----
0 0 0 ~-----i ------ I (3-16)

where

&y(z)

Xl,z[

z
8X(Z)

yaw error of Z-slide as fi.mctionof z position

constant offsets between HTM Oand HTM 1
position of Z-slide
straightness error in X direction as function of z position
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\

&(z) displacement error in Z direction as fi.mction ofz position

P parallelism error between Z-slide and machine spindle

In Equation (3-16) the only rotational error terms are those that correspond to rotations about the
Y-axis. Rotations about the X- or Z-axes cause errors in the vertical direction, which cannot be
compensated by a two-axis machine tool so these terms are left out to simpli@ the derivation.
Similarly, no term is given for translation errors in the Y direction, which physically corresponds
to vertical straightness errors in this case. The expression giving the X location of HTM 1
relative to HTM O comes from the straightness and parallelism errors of the slide. Algebraic
signs for these terms are assigned by determining the effect of an error in the positive direction.
For instance, using the direction of positive rotational errors in Figure 3-3, when ~ is positive,

measured from the positive Z-axis, an error in the positive X direction is generated. The Z
location of HTM 1’relative to HTM Ocomes from the nominal position and error in the direction
of motion.

In a similar fashion, the HTM describing the position of HTM 2 with respect to HTM Ois given
by

‘Tz =

where

1 0 &y(x) \ X2+X+5X(X)

o 1 o! o
-&y(x) o 1 ~ 8Z(X)–(X”X
----- ---------

0 0 0 [-----i -----

(3-17)

&y(x) yaw error of X-slide as fimction of x position

X2 . constant offset between HTM Oand HTM 2
,x position of X-slide relative to X2 ‘

5X(X) displacement error in X direction as fiction of x position

5.(X) straightness error in Z direction as function of x position

a , perpendicularity error between X-slide and machine spindle

The rotational errors are again determined solely from the yaw error of the X-slide. The nominal
position and the error in the direction of motion give the position of HTM 2 relative to HTM Oin
the X direction. In the Z direction, the position of HTM 2 is given by the straightness and
perpendicularity errors of the slide. Positive perpendicularity error, as measured from the .
positive X-axis, causes a displacement in the negative Z direction, so the sign on that term is

. negative.

Finally, the homogeneous transformation matrix describing the location of HTM 3 relative to ‘
HTM 2 is given by
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3.0 Error Compensation

(3-18)

where, Xt and Zt are constant offsets locating the tool tip with respect to HTM 2. Since the
location and orientation of HTM 3 relative to HTM 2 remains fixed, no error terms are involved
in this expression. It is possible to include error terms for tool wear, incorrect insertion of the
tool into the holder, etc., but in this derivation these terms are assumed to be negligible.

Now that the motions of the individual HTMs have been defined, expressions can be calculated
for the tool and work HTMs:

‘TWO,~=OT1
(3-19)

‘Tti,=O T~=OTz2T~

The complete error expression for the Excello lathe can now be calculated using Equation (3-15).
The final HTM is given by

\
( E= ‘T;~rkRTtil=OT1-l 0T3 ‘rel (3-20)

The specific calculations used in Equation (3-20) were performed using the algebraic software
package Mathematical ‘because of the complexity of the matrix calculations involved. The

matrix multiplications were carried out with the assumption that second- and higher-order error
terms were negligible. The final error equations are calculated * .

Px=x-x1+x2 +xt+5x(x)-5x(z) +zt"&y(x)+(z+zl -zt)"&y(z)-p"z (3-21)

Pz = -z-zl+zt +8z(x)- 5z(z)-xt "&y(x)+(x-x1 +x2+xt)"&y(z)-a"x (3-22)

Even for this simple two-axis machine, the error model is complicated. For machines where the
highest levels of accuracy are needed, some of the simplifjhg assumptions may not be justified,
and tie resulting expressions would grow increasingly more complex.

Equations (3-21) and (3-22) contain expressions describing the position of the tool tip relative to
the workpiece and include the positioning errors of all moving components between them. The
equations comprise several terms, but these terms can be grouped as

PX= Nominal X Position+ X Offsets + APx (3-23)

P.= Nominal Z Position+ Z Offsets + APz (3-24)
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3.0 Error Compensation

When implementing ,a software compensation system, the terms of interest are those pertaining
to the error motions of the slides, which are AP. and APZin Equations (3-23) and (3-24). With

this in mind, the equations used in the actual computer code are given as

APX=tiX(X) -6X(Z) +Zt”&y(X)+(Z+Z1 –Zt). &y(z)–~”z

APZ=-5Z(Z)+8Z(X)–X, .&y(x)+(x–xl +X2 +XJ. EY(Z)-U. X

(3-25)

(3-26)

3.3 Excello Error Characterization”

As described in Section 2, software error compensation requires a mathematical model of the
machine tool and a method of measuring the error quantities represented in the model.
Measurement of the motion errors must also be a consideration in the design of the system
architecture. While the quantities of interest in the error model equations have specific geometric
meanings, they are independent of the method used to measure them. Thus, the metrologist
should not be restricted to using any specific tool or method for characterizing his or her machine
tool.

\
A distinction must be made between the machine characterization phase and the machine
compensation phase. Machine characterization first determines that the machine has repeatable
errors and then quantifies the magnitude of those errors. Repeatable errors are of the utmost
importance in software error compensation because the machine tool errors are measured a
priori, and since mathematical equations are used to calculate the compensation values, the same
set of inputs will always produce an identical set of outputs and cannot compensate for random
variations.

Several methods are available for measuring the motion errors of machine tool axes. In the past,
the prevalent method for machine characterization was the use of certified artifacts such as step
gauges. These artifacts have precisely spaced lugs that can be used as probing locations with a
precise probing instrument such as an electronic indicator. A NC program would be developed to
position the indicator tip on each lug so the deviation could be recorded. Today, laser
interferometer systems have become the measurement tool of choice. They provide accuracies on
the order of nanometers, and can be set up for automated data acquisition. By using other optics,
laser systems can be setup to meascke straightness and angular errors as well. The disadvantage
of these systems is the time required to set up the laser and optics for a particular measurement.
To characterize all the errors associated with one axis usually takes several days of data
acquisition.

3.3.1 Laser Measuring System Description

At Y-12 a new laser system has been procured that significantly reduces the time required for
error measurement. Automated Precision, Inc., in Gaithersburg, Maryland produces the 5:D
Laser Measuring System, shown in Figure 3-4. By combining several sets of optics into one
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sensor head, the 5-D system allows the acquisition of five error measurements (scale, horizontal
straightness, vertical straightness, pitch, and”yaw) with a single setup of the laser. It is also
capable of measuring squareness between axes. An available add-on module allows horizontal
roll measurements to be made, creating a 6-D system, but that is currently not part of the Y-12
system. This 5-D laser system will be used to provide the error data for the test-bed lathe.

Figure 3-4. 5-D Laser Measurement System components

3.3.2 Excello Error Data Acquisition

‘In Section 3.2, Equations (3-25) and (3-26) were developed that described the cumulative
position errors of each axis due to its geometric errors. Each term in the equations contained
error information that must be measured. Various methods can be used to obtain these
measurements. Table 3-2 lists the needed variables and the meihod of measurement to be used.
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3.0 Error Compensation

Table 3-2. Excello error equation components

Component Description Variable type Measurement used

5X(X)

tiz(x)

&y(x)

Cx

a.(z)

8X(Z)

&y(z)

P

X-axis lead screw

X-axis straightness

X-axis yaw

Squareness

Z-axis lead screw

Z-axis straightness

Z-axis yaw

Parallelism

Array . 5-D laser

Array 5-D laser

Array 5-D laser

Value Electronic indicator

Array 5-D laser

Array 5-D laser

Array 5-D laser

Value Electronic indicator

When measuring lead-screw positioning errors, one would ideally like to measure along the
\ screw itself because Abbe e~ors are introduced as the measurement location moves away horn

the screw. For the Excello characterization all linear measurements were made at tool height.
While this does not eliminate the Abbe error, the data contain the same amount of error as the
tool, so the measurement does not introduce any additional error relative to the tool.

3,3.2.1 X-axis measurements

The measurements dealing with the X-axis will be described first. The six error parameters
measured with the 5-D laser were obtained using @o setups of the equipment. Figure 3-5 shows
the setup used on the Excello’s X-axis. Although most machining operations occur with the X-
slide toward the positive end of travel, motion errors throughout the entire range of travel were
measured. The two-axis mechanism holding the laser head was not part of the 5-D system but
was purchased separately to expedite alignment of the laser since vertical adjustments were not
possible with a two-axis lathe.

.
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Figure 3-5. X-axis error measurement setup

The spacing between error measurements was 1 inch, which corresponds to a recommended
interval [3] of no more than 5°/0 of the total axis travel of 22 inches. A NC program was written
that incrementally moved the slide to each measurement location and dwelled for 10 seconds to
allow the laser sensor readings to settle. After aligning the laser equipment and warming up the
X-slide, a total of three hi-directional runs were conducted, starting at the negative end of the
X-slide. These results were averaged to obtain the final error characteristics.

Figure 3-6 shows the average lead-screw positioning errors from the three hi-directional runs.
The forward direction is the initial movement direction of the 5-D sensor relative to the laser. For
the X-axis measurements, motion started at X = –21 inches and moved toward X = O.Near the

positive end of travel, the forward and reverse readings tracked each other very well; in the middle
and near the negative end of travel, they did not track as well. The difference between
corresponding readings in the forward and reverse directions is referred to as reversal error. The
5-D system reported the maximum reversal error, for this data as 0.123 roils, which is not
particularly good for this machine. Expected reversal for these lathes would normally be on the
order of 50 millionths of an inch. This particular machine had not been used in many months and
was in need of some maintenance operations. Unfortunately, the budget alIocated to this project
did not have sufficient resources to fired that work.
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3.0 Error Compensation

ExcelloX-AXISAverage Lead Screw Errors
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Figure 3-6. X-axis lead-screw errors

The maximum average positioning error is computed by taking the difference between the
highest and lowest average readings. From Figure 3-6 it is seen that the maximum average error
was nearly 1 roil, which again. would be unexpected for machines with linear scale position
feedback. Also notice that the errors have negative values, wtich indicates that the slide was
always short of its commanded position. Positioning errors of the X-slide are represented in the
error equation for the X-slide as 5X(X)and are corrected with compensating movements of the

X-slide.
i
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\

ExceHo X-Axis Averege Horizontal Straightness Errors
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Figure 3-7. X-axis horizontal straightness errors

The horizontal straightness errors shown in Figure 3-7 quantifies the amount of movement
that the X-slide makes in the Z-direction as it traverses the X-axis. The 5-D sensor was oriented
such that positive straightness values corresponded to positive displacements as defined by the
Excello error model. Unlike the positioning er.r.ordiagram, the straightness error diagram has
both negative and positive values. The maximum average error, again computed by taking the
difference between the error limits, was calculated as 0.2 roils. While this is an error of the X-
slide, represented as 5Z(X)in the error equations, it is compensated for by the Z-slide.

The yaw errors of the X-slide, depicted in Figure 3-8, show how the slide twists as it moves
along the X-axis. Positive angular ~errors correspond to positive rotations as defined in the
Excello error model. The values ranged from +3 to -3 arc-seconds, and some difference between

forward and reverse readings was noticeable. While these values are very small angular errors, it
should be noted that angular errors are amplified by sometimes considerable moment arms to
create relatively significant linear errors. This yaw error is represented in both the X and Z error
equations as &y(x),and both axes must compensate for these errors.
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ExceHo X-Axis Average Yaw Errors
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Figure 3-8. X-axis yaw errors

The other X-axis error measurement made was to determine the squareness error between the X-
axk and the lathe’s spindle. This measurement was not made easily using the 5-D system, so a
more traditional method was used. As described in the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) B5.57 Lathe Evaluation Standard [11], the method involves measuring
deviations across a flat surface mounted to the spindle of the machine. The deviations are
measured at various locations of the X-axis; the spindle is then rotated 180°, and the
measurements are repeated. This process removes any flatness errors of the measured surface.
The two sets of readings are plotted, and the squareness error is calculated by averaging the
slopes of the best-fit lines between the readings. The equipment used for this measurement is
sho~ in Figure 3-9. i
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3.0 Error Compensation

Figure 3-9. Squareness error measurement

Special care was taken in the setup of the electronic indicator with regards to the sign
convention. The ‘direction of a positive deviation was made to correspond to the direction of a
positive squareness error as shown in the error model diagram, Figure 3-3. The results of the
measurements are shown in Figure 3-10.

The best fit line through the data taken at a spindle rotation of 0° (called the Forward data in
Figure 3-10) had a slope of 0.054 rnils/inch, while the best fit line through the data taken at a
spindle rotation of 180° (called the Reverse data) had a slope of –O.180 roils/inch. The average

slope was calculated to be –0.063 roils/inch. This corresponded to a squareness error of –13.0

arc-seconds.

.
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Figure 3-10. Squareness error data

3.3.2.2 Z-axis measurements

The measurements of the Z-~is were similar to those for X except in the setup of the laser
equipment. As shown in Figure 3-11, the position of the laser was not changed; an additional
turning mirror was used to redirect the beam. The magnetic base holding the 5-D sensor was
purchased expressly to allow easier alignment of the laser beam with the sensor head.

The interval between measurement locations for the Z-axis was set to 0.5-inch, which was
approximately 5°/0 of the total axis travel. The same dwell time (1Osee) between measurements
and total number of runs (3) matched those used for the X-axis. The error measurements started
at the positive end of the Z-slide.
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3.0 Error Compensation

Figure 3-11. Z-axis error measurement setup

The positioning errors of the Z-slide are shown in Figure 3-12. Data acquisition for this axis
started at 2=11 inches and moved in the “forward” direction toward Z = O, so the forward
direction in the figure is read from right to left. This could also be deduced by noticing that the
forward reading on the right side of the graph is closest to zero; when beginning acquisition of
5-D data, the linear reading is zeroed at the starting location.
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Figure 3-12. Z-axis lead-screw errors

The maximum average error was calculated to be 140 millionths of an inch. Maximum reversal
error was -64 millionths, which was half that of the X-slide, even though Figure 3-12 seems to
show a larger gap between the forward and reverse data. The scales of Figure 3-6 and Figure
3-12 are different, which accounts for the gap size. The Z-slide is actually more accurate thw the
X-slide on this machine. As was the case with the X-slide, positioning errors of the Z-slide [6=(z)

in the error equations] are corrected only by the Z-axis.

Figure 3-13 shows the average horizontal straightness errors of the Z-slide. The graph shows that
the straightness data do not follow a smooth curve as is usually seen with linear positioning data.
It should be noticed that the magnitude of the fluctuations is on the order of 30 millionths of an
inch, so the fluctuations may be an artifact of the small, random motions of the slide. Of
somewhat more concern is the fact that the forward and reverse data do not track each other well
on the positive end of the slide. This may be due to some mechanical binding of the slide or
perhaps indicates a nonrigid setup of the 5-D sensor. Positive straightness errors in Figure 3-13
are in the +X direction. These errors require compensation by the X-slide and are represented as
i5X(z)in the error equations.
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Figure 3-13. Z-axis horizontal straightness errors

The yaw errors of the Z-slide are shown in Figure 3-14. Positive angular errors correspond to
positive rotations as defined in the Excello error model. The values ranged from +0.2 to –2.0 arc-
seconds, and the forward and reverse readings tracked each other very well. As was the case for
the X-slide yaw errors, multiplying angular errors by significant moment arms can create
significant linear errors. This yaw error is represented in both the X and Z error equations as
sz(x), and both axes must compensate for these errors.

,
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Figure 3-14. Z-axis yaw errors

The final error measurement needed in the error equations was the parallelism error between the
Z-slide and the spindle. As was the case with the squareness ‘measurement, an electronic
indicator was used to make the measurements. Instead of measuring across a flat face, however,
for parallelism measurements, a cylinder square was used. The equipment setup is shown in
Figure 3-15.

The cylinder square was centered on the faceplate, and the indicator was positioned on one end
of the cylinder on the +X side. The Z-slide was then incrementally moved and deviation data
recorded. The spindle was then rotated 180°, the Z-slide was returned to’ its starting location,
and the indicator was rebracketed sq that it could again start on the same point on the cylinder,
which was now on the –X side, without having to move the X-slide. The Z-slide movements

were repeated and deviation data recorded. The results are shown in Figure 3-16.
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Figure 3-15. Parallelism error measurement

The best fit line through the data taken at a spindle rotation of 0° (called the Forward data in
Figure 3-16) had a slope of-0.138 roils/inch, while the best fit line through the data taken at a
spindle rotation of 180° (called the Reverse data) had a slope of 0.225 roils/inch. The average
slope was calculated to be 0.043 roils/inch, which corresponded to a parallelism error of 8.9 arc-
seconds.
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Figure 3-16. Parallelism error data

At this point, all needed error measurements had been obtained. The data was then ready to be
converted into the proper format for the Geometric Error Compensation System (GECS) Error
File, which will be described in Section 4. The various error measurements were acquired over a
period of several days because some of the measurement instrumentation and equipment was not
readily available. Had all the equipment ‘been available at the same time, and all NC programs
prepared beforehand, the entire suite of tests could have been pefiormed in a single day.
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4.0 System implementation

The purpose of this section is to provide details on how the GECS was implemented within
OpenCNC. A generic implementation directed toward three-axis machines will be discussed, and
then the specific details of the Excello implementation will be described. For the Excello, it will
be assumed that machine error measurements were made with a 5-D laser system.

4.1 OpenCNC Overview

In designing the architecture of the GECS, an attempt was made to follow the architecture m-d
conventions of the current OpenCNC Lead-Screw Error Compensation (LSEC) System.
Compensation data for the LSEC System is stored in the parameter file read by OpenCNC during
system start-up, which is called the Tune File. Its format is a series of variable names, some of
which contain array subscripts, followed by a value. Variables and data are applied to different
axes of the machine tool, which are differentiated within OpenCNC by axis numbers. Axis
numbers start at O and increase by 1 for each additional axis. The machine spindle is typically
assigned the highest axis number. For the Excello lathe, axis number Owas assigned to the X-
axis, axis number 1 to the Z-axis, and axis number 2 to the spindle.

OpenCNC stores LSEC data in two arrays, axLSCompDirPos and axLSCompDirNeg. These are
two-dimensional arrays that are specific to the direction of motion. The first dimension subscript
references the compensation data points, and the second references the axis number. Other arrays
needed to implement the LSEC System are axLSCompCount, which contains the number of
measured axis positions for each axis; axLSCompSpacing, which contains the spacing increment
between measured axis positions; and axLSCompPosMin, which contains the starting locations
of the measured axis positions. By convention, the starting location of the measurements is
always at the most negative axis location. Each of these arrays uses the subscript to designate the
machine axis the data applies to. For example, axLSCompSpacing[O] contains the distance
between measurement points for axis O, and axLSCompSpacing[l] contains the distance for
axis 1.

4.2 GECS Implementation Overview

In characterizing the machine errors, each axis would be measured independently using the 5-D
laser system, producing one set of data files for each measured axis. The data files, which are in
man-readable American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) format would each
contain hi-directional error data. The 5-D system could also be used to measure the three
squareness values, although other methods may be used and maybe more efficient. Thus, 18 of
the 21 error components associated with Equation (3-12) would be obtained; only roll would not
be obtainable with the 5-D system. In’the case of the Excello lathe, roll error is in a nonsensitive
direction, meaning it would not<affect the diameter of a turned part, so it would be of lesser
concern. For machines where roll must be considered, other instruments are available for
measurement, or a 6-D laser system could be used.
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4.0 System Implementation

Once the error data was obtained, it would be converted into a format usable by OpenCNC and
stored in a data file to be read upon start-up by the system. Since the error data would not change
during operations, it would only need to be read once, and system start-up would be a logical
time. The error data file, which will be referred to as the Error File, would be.kept separate from
other OpenCNC start-up files since its use would be optional, and it would isolate the OpenCNC
compensation system code fi-omthe rest of the system.

Once the Error File data is read into OpenCNC, compensation should behave just as OpenCNC’s
LSEC is implemented. This relationship is shown in Figure 4-1. As the axes are moved under
program control, the current axis positions and directions of motion are obtained and used to
determine the corresponding locations within the appropriate error arrays. The values fi-om the
arrays are used in the error equations to calculate the amounts to move each of the axes, and the
modified position command is sent to the motor amplifiers. These steps must occur during each
system interrupt. As seen in Equations (3-25) and (3-26), there are many mathematical
operations involved, even for the relatively simple Excello equations. Any implementation
should incorporate some study of the CPU time needed to complete the calculations to determine
the minimum interrupt inte~al that could be supported. A discussion of the CPU time required
for the Excello implementation is discussed in Section 5.3.5.

Position
Current Position Error

Table Error ~ Compensation Modified
Command Direction of Motiou_-

b
ValuesLookup ~

Equations Position Command

Figure 4-1. Control system compensation loop flowchart

4.2.1 Generic Approach

In its initial design, the GECS architecture was tightly integrated into the OpenCNC source code.
The error data would have been read into memory sometime during OpenCNC start-up, probably
after reading the Tune File. The actual compensation code would have been inserted directly into
the position loop of the controller, which would have required modification of some of the
lowest level, most efficiently written, OpenCNC code. These modifications would have been
made by MDSI personnel since access to this code by the typical end–user would not have been
permitted by MDSI for obvious safety reasons. The compensation values would have been
calculated during each system interrupt. The time interval between interrupts is user-con@urable
through the Tune File. There would have been a large number of computations required to
calculate the compensation values because (1) several error table lookups would be required to
obtain all the necessary component error quantities and (2) the correction equations themselves
would require several CPU- cycles to perform. It is entirely possible
computations would have been performed within the given timeframe.
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4.0 System Implementation

Additionally, it was assumed that GECS support for all machine types would have been provided
within a single OpenCNC executable. During machine start-up, the OpenCNC Error File would
indicate the type of machine tool being controlled, and the appropriate set of error equations
would be loaded into memory. It was envisioned that the source code of the GECS would
eventually contain several different sets of error equations corresponding to the particular set of
supported machine tools. A variable in the Error File would be used to set pointers to the needed
equations. This would prevent the need to check the machine type during every system interrupt
with if-then-else-endif type constructs. This approach also implied that the error equations for
any new machine would have to be compiled into the OpenCNC source code. A method to allow
the user the incorporate new equations without having access to the source code would have
been useful.

A generic error table naming convention was another major implementation issue. Table 4-1
shows all the possible error components for a three-axis machine. Computer array names would
be needed for all the linear and angular components since they would be stored in tables. Under
LSEC, a single 2-dimensional array held the error data for all axes for positive direction
motions, and another array held the data for negative direction motions. Using the same single
array approach for GECS would have required multiple offsets into the array, which would have
caused unnecessary confusion.

Table 4-1. Three-axis machine error components

, Linear error lmgular error Squareness

8X(X) q(x) a.(x) E.(x) &y(x) E.(x) qgl

&(y) q(y) &(y) E.(y) &y(Y) E=(y) (X=

5X(Z) 5Y(Z) a.(z) E.(z) &y(z) E.(z) ~yz

It was important in the software design that the names of the arrays provide enough information
so that a person familiar with the GECS could easily understand the error component in question
by the name. While the Greek letters in Table 4-1 are very useful in algebraic equations, they
aren’t well suited to being used as array names. Incorporating axis letters would make
descriptive names, but OpenCNC typically uses axis numbers to distinguish axes in order to
allow the user to use letters other than XYZ. Therefore, it was decided that array names should
be of the following form: ,

ax <type <error axio <motion axi~ Dir <dir>

where
type Lin, Str, or Ang
error axis axis number corresponding to direction (axis) of error
motion axis axis number corresponding to direction (axis) of motion
dir Pos or Neg “
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This convention would transform Table 4-1 error components into the Error File array names
found h Table 4-2.

Table 4-2. Three-axis machine error array names

Linear Error Arrays

axLinOODirPos AxStrlODirPos axStr20DirPos

axLinOIDirNeg AxStrlODirNeg axStr20DirNeg

axStrOlDirPos AxLinl lDirPos axStr2 lDirPos

axStrOlDirNeg AxLinl lDirNeg axStr21DirNeg

axStr02DirPos AxStr12DirPos axLin22DirPos

axStr02DirNeg AxStr12DirNeg axLin22DirNeg

Angular Error Arrays

axAngOODirPos AxAnglODirPos axAng20DirPos

\ axAngOODirNeg AxAnglODirNeg axAng20DirNeg

axAngOIDirPos AxAngl lDirpos axAng21DirPos

axAngOIDirNeg AxAngl lDirNeg axAng21DirNeg

axAng02DirPos AxAng12DirPos axAng22DirPos

axAng02DirNeg AxAng12DirNeg axAng22DirNeg

In most conllgurationsj axis Owould map to X, axis 1 would map to Y, and “axis2 would map to
Z. Thus, axLinlODirPos would contain those linear errors in the Y direction (axis 1) for positive
motions of the X-axis (axis O). Similarly, axAng21DirNeg would contain those angular errors
around the Z direction (axis 2) for negative motions of the Y-~s (axis 1). In the case of the
Excello lathe, axis Omaps to X, but axis 1 maps to Z, so if axis letters were used instead of ~is
numbers, the array names would not match the actual data. .

In the linear error arrays, those witi, names containing Lin would contain lead-screw error data.
The Str arrays would contain horizontal or vertical s~aightness error data; direction would be
dependent on the error model of the machine. Angular error arrays with matching axis numbers
would contain roll data (axis of rotation matches axis of motion). The other arrays would contain
either pitch or yaw data. Squareness values would be stored in variables names axSquOl,
axSqu02, and axSqu12.

A point worth reiterating is that the use of any or all of the error arrays would be optional. It
would be up to the metrology engineer to decide which errors were significant enough to require
compensation for the particular machine tool in question. This would become especially critical
if the time required to obtain a given set of error data were prohibitive, such as when a 5–D
system is not available. Defaults for all the arrays would be zero, so any array not specified in the”
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Error File would not cause invalid results from the error equations; only some terms in the error
equations would drop out. However, this would imply that the returned values were not as
accurate as if the complete equation were utilized.

4.2.2 MacI.zinc-specl#7c ApproacJ~

Upon discussions with MDSI personnel, it turned out that a simpler solution would be to design
the compensation system as a separate process from the main OpenCNC executable. The two
processes would each have their own CPU resources and would communicate through shared
memory. In this design, the priority assigned to the compensation process could be different from
that of the motion process, thus ensuring that the motion process always had adequate CPU
resources. The compensation process would have its own interrupt rate, again independent from
the motion process. The default intetrupt rate for the OpenCNC motion process is 512 interrupts
per second, which equates to an interrupt approximately every 0.002 seconds. The initial
interrupt interval for the compensation process will be 0.010 seconds, equating to a rate of 100
interrupts per second. But this rate could easily be changed within the GECS source code.

To facilitate the incorporation of the GECS functionality into OpenCNC, MDSI provided an
interface and a template for an external compensation system. This general-purpose template will
allow any type of the compensation system to be implemented within OpenCNC. Thermal
compensation, tool-wear compensation, and geometric compensation are some examples that
could be supported with this template. The process is started by the OpenCNC start-up script and
is assigned its own priority. The compensation process and the main executable exchange
information through shared memory, which provides the compensation system access to any
needed information within the controller. The existing template changes the value in a register
that informs OpenCNC that external compensation is enabled and displays a window that
contains the current compensation values. The compensation system performs some initialization
fimctions, during which the Error File is read and loaded into memory. The remainder of the time
the compensation process spends in a loop, reading the current axes’ positions, calculating the
compensation values, and changing the current commanded positions. The source code for this
external process is available to the user and can be modified without intervention from MDSI.
This gives the user the ability to interface external sensors and other systems with a commercial
controller in an easy fashion. The ability to manipulate the controller in this way will be
extremely beneficial to those users doing development tasks, as well as providing a supported
means of improving the accuracy of a given machine tool.

4.3 Excello Implementation Specifics

In this section, more specific information regarding the actual implementation of the GECS on
the Excello test-bed machine is given. Topics include the contents of the Error File, the internal
array naming convention chosen, and the internal units of measurements used for the error data.
A conversion utility developed to convert the 5-D data files into an ‘Error File is also described.
Finally, the section ends with an overview of the GECS source code.
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4.3.1 Error File Contents ‘

The Excello Error File was constructed to contain all the necessary parameters needed by the
GECS to compute the error values given by the error equations. Since ,the GECS was designed to
use machine-specific implementations, all the code needed to read the Error File and load the
internal memory arrays was written specifically for the Excello machine. However, care was
taken to write robust code in order to provide a good template for other implementations. Along
with the error tables, the Excello Error File contains the information found in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3. Error File parameters

Error File parameter Description

axCompCount[n] Number of locations on an axis where error measurements
were taken. Array variable corresponds to axis number

axCompSpacing[n] Spacing between successive measurement locations in
millimeters. Array variable comesponds to axis number

axCompPo:Min[n] Starting (most negative) location for first error measurement
in millimeters. Array variable corresponds to axis number

axsquxz Squareness error between X-axis and spindle expressed in
arc-seconds

ZixParzs Parallelism error between Z-axis and spindle expressed in
arc-seconds

4.3.2 Error Arrays

In Section 4.2.1 a generic array naming convention was described, and proposed array names
were given in Table 4-2. One purpose of the naming convention was to aid the developer in
placing the correct error data in the proper array. Another was to develop an approach that would
be consistent for different machine types and extendabIe to machines with more than three axes.

In the Excello GECS implementation, all of the arrays listed in Table 4-2 were not needed since
the lathe is only a 2–axis machine. The error tables required are given by the machine’s error
equations, which were given as Equations (3-25) and (3-26). These are shown in Table 4-4. Of
the linear error arrays, only scale and horizontal straightness were applicable to the Excello,
since vertical straightness errors could not be compensated and “were intentionally left out of
the error equation development. The only angular error tables needed were the yaw tables, again
because pitch and roll errors could not be compensated.
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Table 4-4. Excello error array names

Linear arrays Angular arrays

axLinOODirPos axLinl lDirPos axAng20DirPos

axLinOODirNeg axLinl lDirNeg z#mg20DirNeg

axStrl ODirPos axStrOIDirPos axAng21DirPos “

axStrl ODirNeg axStrOlDirNeg axAng21 DirNeg

4.3.3 Units

Another issue in the design of the GECS architecture related to the units used for the error tables
written in the Error File and the error arrays used in the GECS software. OpenCNC uses its own
units of linear and angular measurement. So before OpenCNC could use &y error values they
would:have to be converted to these units. Since these units are unique to OpenCNC, they are not
readily interpreted by humans and thus would not be the best choice for the Error File data. It
was felt that the information stored should be in units typically used to quantify machine tool
errors. Therefore, in the Error File linear errors were stored in millimeters, and angular errors
were stored in arc-seconds.

It was felt that the GECS implementation would be more straightforward if floating point
arithmetic were used within the compensation system. The complication of using integer
arithmetic was seen as a hindrance in the development and debugging of the system. Once the
code has been written and is running correctly, an effort could be made to determine if efficiency
improvements provided by integer arithmetic were needed.

Since the OpenCNC linear unit of measurement is 0.00001 millimeter, using millimeters for
GECS computations would allow easy conversion to distance units. So all GECS linear error
arrays store values in millimeters. Angular data storage was more complicated. Anytime an
angular error motion (designated by 8) is specified in an error equation of the form of

Equation (3-25), it is multiplied by some linear parameter, which produces a linear error
component. For the multiplication to produce the desired quantity, the angle must be specified in
radians. So as the angular data in the Error File is read into system memory during GECS
initialization, the values are converted to radians.

4.3.4 Conversion Utility

The 5-D Laser Measuring System produces five error tables in three separate files for each
measured axis. Each table contains data for each measurement location for both the forward and
reverse directions. Because of the potential for errors in translating this large quantity of erior
data, a conversion utility was created to automatically translate the 5-D data into the Error File.
This utility was created using Microsoft’s Visual C++” and was designed to run under the

Windows 95@operating system. The dialog-based graphical user interface (GUI) is shown in
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4.0 System Implementation

Figure 4-2. It was intended that the converter be run on the laptop computer that controlled the 5-
D system; the newly created Error File could then be transferred to the OpenCNC controller
computer, irregardless of whether OpenCNC was being run under Windows NT or QNX.

The conversion utility was written specifically for converting Excello data files and therefore
only supports two axes. As was the case in the LSEC System, the GECS assumes the data in the
error tables begins with measurements at the most negative end of the slide and continues in the
positive direction. The Error File follows this convention as well. In contrast, the 5-D data is
written based on forward and reverse motions of the sensor relative to the laser. As shown in
Figure 4-2, the laser data conversion utility uses information provided by the user regarding the
direction of forward motion and the most negative measurement location. It can then place the
error data in the appropriate array, either DirPos or DirNeg. It should also be noted from Figure
4-2 that the user manually inputs the Parallelism and Squareness values along with the manually
measured constants that correspond to the Excello error model. The name of the resulting Error
File is also specified.

Figure 4-2. Conversion utility user interface
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4.3.5 Source Code Description

The GECS is implemented as three separate source code files written in the C programming
language. These files were created by MDSI using the OpenCNC API and were provided as the
previously mentioned external compensation template. The first file, geoComp.c, provides the
interface between GECS and OpenCNC and controls the overall compensation process. A
flowchart depicting its execution is shown”in Figure 4-3.

GeoComp sets up the shared memory for getting tiormation in and out of OpenCNC, initializes
the compensation calculation routine, and sets the GECS process timer so execution occurs at
regular intervals. The default interval was set to 10 ms. It then enters an infinite loop in which it
obtains axis position and direction information, converts the positions to millimeters, and passes
the information to the compensation calculation subroutine geoWork. Once it receives the
compensation values, it converts them to OpenCNC’s linear distance units and passes them to
OpenCNC, which positions the axes accordingly. Few modifications to this fimction from its
initial state was received from MDSI.

Initialize OpenCNC
API

Obtain Current hes
Get Pointers to Shared Positions

Memory

[ Convert to millimeters
Initialize Compensation

Calculation Routine

Calculate Compensation

I Start Tmer
i

●‘
Convert to Distance

Units

Write New Compensation
Values

Figure 4-3. GeoComp flowchart

As its name implies, the second source file, geoWork.c, performs the actual work of calculating
the axis compensations. As received from MDSI this file contained placeholders for two
subroutines, one for GECS initialization and one for calculating compensation values. Both of
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these were developed and implemented during this project. The initialization subroutine contains
the code that parses the Error File and loads the error arrays. The second subroutine, called
calcComp, contains the code that implements the Excello error equations, given as Equations
(3-25) and (3-26). A flowchart of this subroutine is shown in Figure 4-4. Data provided to
calcComp include the positions of each axis in millimeters and the signs of their velocities
(directions of motion).

The first step in calcComp is to convert the given machine positions into model space
coordinates as depicted in Figure 3-3. Once the position data is converted to model space, the
appropriate error table subscripts can be determined. Next, the error equation components are
calculated, using data from the appropriate DirPos or DirNeg arrays, depending on the slides’
directions of motion. Linear interpolation is used to calculate values not falling directly on one of
the measured locations. The error terms are then combined using the error equations to give
the tool’s total errors. The needed compensations are in the directions opposite the errors, so the
signs of the errors are changed before passing the results back to geoComp.

I Determine applicable
error table subscripts I

Calculate error equation
component values based

on axis velocities

Return compensation
values I

Figure 4-4. Compensation calculation flowchart I
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A test was conducted-to determine the amount of CPU time required to perform the
compensation calculations in geoWork. A software routine was written that called geoWork
100,000 times and calculated the average amount of elapsed CPU cycles for each call. This “
routine was run on the Excello controllerwhile the machine was under OpenCNC control to
simulate more realistic operating conditions. The average number of clock cycles required’ for a
compensation calculation was 70, which equated to a clock time of 70 ~sec. This amount of time
is three orders of magnitude less than the default compensation interrupt interval of 10 ms,
indicating that using floating point arithmetic is adequate for the GECS implementation on the
Excello lathe.

The third file comprising the GECS is called winGeo.c, and its purpose is to provide the operator
with feedback regarding the amount of compensation currently being applied. It also provides the
ability to turn geometric compensation off and on.
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Once the error model was developed, the error equations implemented within OpenCNC, the
error measurements completed, and the data integrated into the GECS, it was time to evaluate the
system to see if the machine could position its axes more accurately than before and to attempt to
quanti~ that improvement. Given the vast amount of measured data involved, the potential for
sign errors was very high, and since the computed compensation was the combination of several
error components, quickIy identi~ing the erroneous data would have been nearly impossible.

The preferred test for this kind of system evaluation would be an actual machining test. A test
part would have been designed that incorporated physical features that isolated some
combinations of the geometric errors of the machine tool. Cylindrical surfaces would magni~
errors in Z-axis straightness and parallelism, flat faces would magni~ errors in squareness and
X-axis straightness, and contours would isolate positioning errors in the axes, for example. A NC
program would be written. and tested to machine the part, and appropriate tooling and fixturing
would be prepared along with part material. Two identical parts would be machined, one with
error compensation disabled and one with error compensation enabled. The two parts would then
be inspected using equipment suitable for axi-symmetric parts, preferably a Coordinate
Measurement Machine, which would have required another NC program to be developed and
tested. Unfortunately, project finding was not sufllcient to support these activities. Instead, a
positioning test was needed that did not require any machining operations but’ that would
adequately quantifi the effects of the GECS.

When considering what type of positioning test to employ, several possibilities were explored.
The first was a simple repeat of the positioning tests used to characterize the machine’s
positioning errors. It would have been simple to implement given that the laser equipment was
already set up and the NC programs already created. The disadvantage of this type of test was
that it would not show the compensations of one axis due to the errors of the other. For instance,
the error equations for the X-axis contain components due to errors of the Z-slide such as
straightness. The effect of these compensations would not be seen during a laser check of the X-
.axis because none of the laser equipment would be mounted on the Z-slide.

A second candidate was to use the laser system to perform a diagonal positioning test on the
machine. In this test, the axes would be positioned at their limits, and the 5-D sensor would be
mounted to the spindle faceplate as in the Z-axis tests, but oriented towards the tool holder. A
spherical mirror would be mounted in the tool holder so that the laser beam was directed toward
the sensor. A NC program would be created that positioned the axes so that the sensor and mirror
vectored toward each other, stopping at specific intervals for position measurements. This testis
used many times to assess the overall positioning accuracy of a machine tool. However, its use as
a diagnostic tool is limited because it cannot be used to determine what geometric error
component is contributing the most to the position error. This test would be used for GECS
evaluation only if other alternatives were not available.

The final test considered was a contour positioning test. In this type of test, some type of
instrument is usually mounted onto the tool holder, and the machine slides are programmed to
follow a given path, sometimes following the contour of a part whose geometry is well known.
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By comparing the commanded position to the known actual geometry, the position error could be
determined. This type of test was chosen for the GECS evaluation and will be described in the
next section.

5.1 Two-axis Contour Test

The ASME B5.57 Lathe Evaluation Standard provides procedures for pefiorrnance evaluation of
NC lathes and turning centers. It contains equipment specifications and testing procedures to
facilitate performance comparisons between machines. One section of the standard is devoted to
contouring performance using circular tests. Circular contours are used because they ‘(provide
one of the best checks for contouring performance in that as a machine is traversing with
multiple axes along a circular trajectory each axis goes through sinusoidal acceleration, velocity,
and position changes [1l].” Various means are described for implementing these circular contour
tests, including ballbars, grid plates, and precision disks.

5.1.1 Description ~

A Renishaw@ ballbar- was used for this evaluation. The ballbar co;sists of a high accuracy

‘ displacement sensor housed inside a telescopic bar. The sensor contains two coils and a moving
core and works similarly to Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTS). As the bar
changes length, the core moves inside the coils, changing their inductance. This inductance is
measured electronically and converted to displacement readings. The transducer has a precision
sphere on one end and a kinematic mount on the other. This mount houses a strong magnet that
is used to hold a second ball in place. These two balls allow the transducer to rotate in any
attitude. In the case of the Excello, one of the balls was mounted on the spindle faceplate and one
on the tool holder. A picture of the test setup is shown in Figure 5-1.

The &ansducer has a nominal length of 150 mm between ball centers and a stroke of ti.5 mm.

Extension bars are supplied with the system to allow for longer nominal lengths. The actual
measurement range of the transducer is *0.8-mm minimum. Its measuring resolution is 0.1

micron, and its accuracy is advertised as H.0 micron. The transducer is capable of sampling data

at a frequency of 300 Hz.

The ballbar can be used for both static and dynamic tests. Static tests provide information on the
geometric accuracy and repeatability of a machine. In this type of test, point locations around a
circle are programmed into a toolpath. The machine is commanded to move to each location and
pause for the ballbar reading to be recorded. When all data has been collected, the system
displays positioning ird?ormation. This type of test has advantages in that effects of feedrates,
following error, and other properties of the control system tie not observed. Dynamic tests
providing information on the contouring ability of a machine, including backlash, axis
squareness and straightness, servo behavior, vibration, etc. In this type of test, a circular toolpath
is sent to the machine controller, and ballbar length information is obtained continuously
throughout the motion. The ballbar software provides a plot of the readings, along with
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circulari~ information. In this project, it was desired to see if the static positioning capability of
the machine could be improved, so that was the test that was conducted.

~ Figure 5-1. Ballbar setup

The B5.57 standard indicates that a fill, 360° trace in the X2-plane is preferred on machines that
have the capacity to do so, although 180° traces are also described. The shortest length of the
ballbar available was 150 mm. If a 360° trace were desired, a 300-mm diameter circle would be
swept by the bar, which required a range of motion that the Z-slide could not meet. Such a sweep
would also have required some special fixturing to be used to hold the stationary cup away from
the spindle faceplate. ‘Itwas possible, however, to perform a 180° trace by placing the stationary
cup as shown in Figure 5-1. During testing, as the machine’s axes moved, the ballbar rotated in
the X2-plane. If perfect motion had occurred, there would have been no change in the length of
the ballbar. As the motion progressed, the ballbar measured the positioning errors of the slides
and provided a diagram of the deviations.

For this test, a simple program was created to move the slides in a 180° arc, stopping at five
locations around the arc. To remove any affects of the machine’s reversal errors while
conducting static positioning’ tests, the recommended NC program includes intermediate
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stopping locations before each measurement location. The stopping locations are positioned so
that all measured locations are approached from the same direction. The program would be run
with the GECS functionality turned off and on, and the results of the two runs would be
compared. The feedrate between measurement locations was set at 300 mmpm in the NC
program.

5.1.2 Results

In performing the evaluation of the GECS, no repeatable data was taken that conclusively
showed positioning improvements being provided by the GECS. Both static and dynamic tests .
were conducted, at different feedrates, with GECS enabled and disabled. Sometimes the tests
showed improved circularity data, and sometimes they did not. The results of a static ballbar test
as provided by the ballbar software is shown in Figure 5-2. Circulari~ is the quantitative”
parameter returned by the system. It computes this value by simply taking the difference between
the maximum and minimum deviations from the least-squares best-fit arc through the
measurement data.

,@@#’:j ‘is!.l:Lwxia,,”rnrn~.,,,, . ,..-.+z~..,,cY?., ..,.

Ila’tlius:’ 15!3{;IWW: mm’
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—
—<
_:
.—.

3awa@?z&L

Figure 5-2. Static ballbar results with GECS disabled
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In this test, three clockwise runs were performed in which ballbar readings were taken at five
locations. The plot shows the position of each reading relative to the best-fit circle. The
circularityy computed for this case was 14.3 microns (0.56 roils), which gives an indication of
the positioning accuracy of the machine. Of some concern is the trend shown in Figure 5-2. The
three curves were taken sequentially, and it appears that each curve is rotating around the point
on the Z-axis. It is suspected that additional readings would continue this trend, which would
have caused the circularity value to increase. The worst repeatability as reported by the
ballbar system for this test was 14.0 microns (0.55 roils), and it occurred at the point on the +X
side of the arc.

An identical test was run with the GECS enabled, and the results are shown in Figure 5-3. While
the actual circularity value did show an 8’Mo improvement, these results were not always
observed. The worst repeatability of this test was 10.8 microns (0.43 roils), also an
improvement from the earlier test. Since the GECS is providing compensation values based on
axis positions and velocities, there is no logical reason to believe that the repeatability of the
machine should improve, only the accuracy.. So the repeatability “improvement” should be
treated with skepticism. Also of note was the fact that the same type of data rotation trend
was also observed in this test, which would indicate that additional runs would have produced
worse readings.
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Figure 5-3. Static ballbar results with GECS enabled

While investigating the possible causes of the inconsistent results, an analysis of the component
values that made up the-X and.Z compensations was pefiormed. The actual axis positions and
directions of travel for a semicircular ballbar sweep were passed to the compensation calculation
fi.mction in a simulated movement. The same Error File was used for both the simulated motion
and the actual machine tool motion. Each term of the error equations (3-25) and (3-26) was
computed and stored for every 5° of angular motion around the arc. The results for the X-axis are
shown in Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-4. X error components in semicircular move

The figure shows the actual error component values, with the appropriate algebraic sign as
assign~d in Equation (3-25), at each an-~lar location along the tic. fie Total X Error is the
algebraic sum of all the components and represents the magnitude of the axis compensation that
would be applied. In the case of the X-axis, the errors that contribute most to the total error are
the scale error and the parallelism error. The least significant contributor is the “straightness of the
Z-axis. Figure 5-5 shows the graph for the Z-axis error components.

From Figure 5-5, it is apparent that the squareness error makes the most significant contribution
to the total error, and subsequent compensation, of the Z-axis. This is due to the amplification
of the small angular error by the long moment arm provided by the range of X-axis motion,
which is the distance of the X-slide from the most negative end of the axis. If there were any
errors in the measurement and calculation of the X2-squareness value, the effects were obviously
severe.
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Figure 5-5. Z error components in semicircular move

Because of the significant error contributions made by the squareness and parallelism
measurements, some final ballbar tests were conducted in which these components were
removed from the error equations in the GECS. Again, results were inconsistent when comparing
circularity measurements with the GECS enabled and disabled. Unfortunately, time constraints
prevented further investigation.

5.2 Conclusions

It was hoped that a definite improvement in positioning accuracy would have been observed
when the GECS was enabled. While improvements were observed, the results were not
consistently repeatable. The technique applied in this project relies on having a machine tool
which has repeatable errors. Based on the results of the ballbar test the lathe’s positioning
repeatability was larger than the small compensations that were being applied. The test-bed
Excello lathe had not been used for part manufacture in several. months prior to the MDSI ~
controller retrofit and was in need of mechanical maintenarice work. If the machine was in
optimum operating condition, perhaps the results would have been different. “

With regard to its other goals, the project was very much a success. The GECS architecture was
developed and can serve as the basis for future implementations on other types of machines.
mile a lathe served as an adequate test-bed, a three-axis milling machine would receive the
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greatest benefit from this type of compensation system given that it could compensate for more
types of errors than a two-axis lathe. The techniques needed to develop the error equations were
learned during this project, which was the first in which in-house personnel implemented
geometric error correction. The knowledge gained during this process will be extremely
beneficial in future work and discussions related to precision machining operations. Finally, by
interfacing an external application with OpenCNC, the openness of the PC-based controller was
verified. Very few, if any, other commercial controllers provide a mechanism for actually
changing the commanded position of a machine’s” slides. It is felt that other types of
compensations could easily be implemented using this capability.

5.3 Future Work

This initial implementation of the GECS showed that it is feasible to implement geometric error
compensation software in a commercially available machine tool controller without having to
interface through the machine position feedback electronics. The fact that it was implemented
within a commercially available controller only adds to its value and vastly increases the number
of machine tools to which it may be applied. Based on this initial effort, the potential exists for
fiture work in several different areas.

Implementing the GECS on machines with differing geometric configurations is a natural
extension of this work. While other types of lathe implementations would be usefid, three-axis
milling machines would probably be the most needed implementation, based on their widespread ‘
usage within the general manufacturing industry. Of the various machine configurations shown
in Figure 1-1, the majority of three-axis mills found in use are XYFZ machines. New GECS
implementations would require the same steps used in the Excello implementation: (1) an error
model would have to be developed to determine which error components needed to be measured;
(2) an Error File format would have to be developed; (3) software would have to be written to
read the Error File and apply the data according to the error equations; (4) machine error
characterization measurem~~ts would have to be made to populate the Error File; and (5) the
system would have to be tested. The most difficult part of a new implementation would be the
development of the error model itselfi much of the remaining work could be done by
modification of the Excello source code.

Of great benefit to the Y-12 Plant would be the incorporation of the GECS on its remaining
Excello lathes. The error model and measurement techniques have been defined, and the
compensation software has been developed, so any Excello ~plementation would require only
that each machine be characterized. Unfortunately, only the GECS test-bed lathe uses the ‘
OpenCNC controller, The remaining Excello machines still utilize the GE2000 controllers,
which do not directly support geometric compensation techniques. They would require separate
computers running the GECS code that interfaced through the electronics of the position
feedback system. There is an effort within Y-12, to survey the commercial machine tool
controller market for possible replacements for the GE controllers, and the MDSI controller is
being considered. It may be beneficial to require any new controller to have the capability of
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supporting these types of compensations if geometric error compensation is not directly
supported.

By having machine tool controllers capable of supporting geometric as well as other types of
error compensations, a new field of further research would be opened in the area of rapid
machine characterization. Acquiring a machine’s error data to fill the software error tables
becomes more important as controllers are able to actually use the data to improve a machine’s
performance. As tools such as the 5–D Laser Measuring System continue to decrease the time
and expense required to characterize a machine tool, the ability to monitor the operating
condition of the machine draxnatically improves. It would be possible to incorporate this type of
characterization data into a preventive maintenance program, and by trending the data one could
foresee its usefulness as a predictive maintenance tool.

The area that would seem to have the most potential for fiture work is the development of other
types of compensation systems. The external compensation template provided by MDSI is not
limited only to geometric error compensation it was developed as a general-purpose interface
for external applications of any type. For the GECS, it passed axis position and direction
information to the compensation calculation subroutine and received in return the compensation
values for each axis. Any other data within the OpenCNC controller relating to the operating
state of the machine would be available to an external application. In addition, the compensation
application could be written to interface to sensors and hardware that were totally external to
OpenCNC. Several possible compensation systems could be implemented with this type of
interface. One example would be affixing thermocouples in strategic locations of the machine
frame, monitoring the temperature of the machine, and using neural network techniques to
compensate for the thermal growth of the system. Another would be to interface some type of
vision system that periodically inspected the tool tip for wear and provided the necessary tool
path compensations. As a third example, accelerometers could be installed on the spindle to
monitor for conditions that might lead to part inaccuracies or tool breakage, such as chattering.
Having this kind of access to the inner workings of a machine tool controller, combined with the
ability to interface with any kind of external application, provides a previously unheard-of
mechanism to explore almost any aspect of precision machining.

.
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